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Larymar Velvet Line is dedicated to women of
all ages who want to keep their skin healthy and
young.
A line of innovative products designed to ensure
a long-lasting, immediately visible lifting effect.
A whole new sensory experience, brought to
you from the Larymar research laboratories.
The exclusive formula of Velvet Line, which is
rich in natural ingredients and oil microcrystals,
lends your skin youth, brightness, and vitality.
On your forehead, around your eyes, on your
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neckline... Larymar Velvet Line makes a difference right from the very first applications! Larymar Velvet Line acts deep down, within the structure of the dermis, smoothing out wrinkles and
leaving your face exceptionally soft and supple.
Thanks to the active ingredients and their outstanding cosmetic effectiveness, your skin is
moisturised and remains smooth and soft, with
a long-lasting velvety feel.
Discover Larymar Velvet Line. Discover the beginning of your new-found youth.
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Start your skin care rite by sloughing
off dead skin cells.
Watch as a new layer of skin emerges,
fresh and bright, and ready to be nourished with Larymar Velvet Line.
The Larymar Velvet Line Jojoba Scrub
is packed with jojoba micro-granules,
vitamin E, microcrystals, olive liquid
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emulsifiers, and wheat germ...
An exceptional mix of complementary
plant ingredients and active ingredients makes this superior quality cosmetic the first step in the regeneration
of your skin, preparing it in anticipation
of the next treatment steps.
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More than a mere face mask, the Larymar Velvet Line Black Gold Mask is a luxurious treat comprising microparticles of
pure gold blended together with a special
biotechnological peptide. Precious ingredients and a balanced blend, developed
by Larymar laboratories, Black Gold
Mask is exceptional for smoothing out
wrinkles and lessening signs of ageing.
The mask uses uncontaminated bam-
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boo coal dust, obtained from plants no
older than 5 years, to eliminate toxins
from and cleanse the skin in a pleasant,
natural way.
The exclusive formula of this extraordinary mask is completed with high molecular weight proteins, hyaluronic acid,
and sea chamomile, which combine to
remove signs of ageing from your skin,
soothing it and reducing inflammation.
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After eliminating the layer of dead skin
cells from your skin and bring out a new,
fresher and brighter layer, the time is
right to smoothen out the tissues, using
the Larymar Velvet Line Lifting Cream.
This priceless cream is rich in active
ingredients and Argan oil, whose high
content of essential fatty acids and plant
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stem cells provide an intense nourishing
action.
Larymar Velvet Line Lifting Cream offers a powerful sensory experience and
a deep-down, long-lasting lifting effect.
With its polishing and toning effects, it is
a powerful, natural way to complete your
skin care rite.
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The Larymar research laboratories have
overcome every possible hurdle with the
Ultra Lifting Serum, a luxurious cosmetic,
specifically designed to counter the signs
of ageing that mar your face.
Carefully chosen ingredients, such as the
rare Fucus Vesiculosus seaweed from the
Bay of Maine, and active ingredients such
as acetyl tetrapeptide, mean this extraordinary serum delivers an unmatched
smoothing action and an unrivalled an-
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ti-gravity effect. Larymar Ultra Lifting
Serum is an innovative cosmetic whose
amazing effects restore your skin to its
natural volume and tone, at the same
time guaranteeing a valuable barrier
against harsh external agents, such as
smog and cold wind.
Choosing Larymar Velvet Line Ultra Lifting Serum means choosing quality without compromise!

You wake up
younger
every day.

www.larymar.it

